Innovate

like never before

imaginable

BlueCallom makes groundbreaking
innovation possible for everybody.

The magic of

BlueCallom
Deep
BlueCallom Deep, one of the most advanced ideation
and innovation management software solutions, is
the first end-to-end solution covering all steps from
innovation opportunity discovery to market entry of
breakthrough innovations. This was possible thanks
to a new understanding of how our mind composes
and processes ideas. The BlueCallom technology
is able to empower business teams to create an
unparalleled depth of innovative ideas and bring
those solutions successfully to market.

Groundbreaking

Innovation

When we talk about Groundbreaking Innovation, we
do not talk about Improvement. Groundbreaking
Innovation denotes the end of an era and the
beginning of a new era that changes how certain
things are done, a new behavior, a shift in learning,
and most importantly a major leap in productivity,
safety, entertainment, work style, and other aspects.
Groundbreaking innovation goes hand-in-hand with
a new way how business is conducted in an industry
segment.

What BlueCallom

does for you
•

Reliable ideation method empowering teams to
generate groundbreaking innovation with 90%
probability.

•

Predictable innovation lifecycle process, allowing
teams to plan timelines, resources, and budgets.

•

End-to-end innovation process from strategic
opportunity identification to global market
success.

•

Scalable architecture to start small and go to
full multi-project multi-department innovation
processes.

•

Flexible infrastructure where innovation teams can
work online, on their own timeline and contribute
innovation critical inputs, ideas, and opinions.

•

Open innovation principle support to include
hundreds of innovation supporters at no extra
cost.
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How BlueCallom is

different

BlueCallom’s unique Neuro Ideation Method and the
Deep Innovation Design Model transform the act of
innovation. When understanding that every idea ever
created was based on past experiences and that there
is no magical idea, no accidental spark, no random
thinking, but a logical and natural neural process, we
can explore how to influence that process. From that
moment on, we can manage, plan, predict, calculate and most importantly, have a way to groundbreaking
innovation.

Innovation Opportunity
Discovery
Innovation Dream
Team Assembly
Neuro IdeationTM

The biggest
shift in idea
composition
ever

Idea Validation

Solution Realization

Innovation to Market
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Neuro
Ideation™
Neuro ideation elevates brainstorming by stimulating
the mind to explore its repertoire of experiences to
spark the composition of groundbreaking ideas.
Neuro ideation allows you and your team to access
deeper levels in the mind to discover novel ideas,
following the natural and neural behavior of the
brain.
The neuro ideation process is accessible to
BlueCallom innovators through canvas-based
guidance that leads to unlocking game-changing
disruptive ideas by harnessing the collective creativity
from our individual experiences.
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BlueCallom Deep Product Overview
BlueCallom Deep is an innovation management
software solution that companies use to empower
their teams to generate and implement breakthrough
innovation.
BlueCallom software turns innovation management
into a multi-user, dynamic, and visual experience.
BlueCallom guides you through a multi-episode
innovation journey, with each stage consisting of
an ‘Innovation Episode’ that is based on a unique
innovation methodology.
Within each episode, you will engage in lateral
thinking and collaborate with your team in realtime. Each episode is based on interactive canvas
technology which is at the heart of our innovation
methodology.

Key Benefits
Building Integrated
Innovation Projects
Unlock the human potential of
innovation with industry-specific
innovation project sets and
company size-adjusted innovation
processes.

Engaging in Deep
Innovation Design

Innovate faster
and produce
better results.

Supports our own Deep Innovation
Design method in addition to the
standard Design Thinking process.

Tracking Success Metrics
Easy-to-use reporting dashboard
allows companies to keep track of
innovation projects in real-time.

Creating a Central
Innovation Hub
Enables cross-functional innovation
and communication. The platform
offers specific features to support
large enterprises.

Integration Partners
An innovation platform that
embraces open innovation
strategy.
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Built for
the “BIG 5”
innovation
types.

Our easy-to-use platform supports both industryspecific innovation processes and different types of
innovation. So whether your innovation project is
product or process focused, BlueCallom offers the
innovation management solution to fit your team’s
objectives.

Product Innovation
BlueCallom navigates teams
through an end-to-end innovation
lifecycle from product idea to
market entry and success.

Experience Innovation
To innovate along the lines of
customer experience, BlueCallom
provides teams with the toolkit
to identify opportunities for
innovation along the customer
journey.

Business Model
Innovation
BlueCallom allows innovative
teams to collaborate crossfunctionally in order to shift the
company’s business model into an
industry game-changer.

Structural Innovation
A technique used by large
companies to overcome the ‘size
challenge’. BlueCallom offers a
unique method to help executives
find the best solution for their
company.

Organizational Innovation
With BlueCallom, teams can
innovate at the companylevel, igniting manageable and
predictable organizational changes
to reinvent themselves and stay
competitive.
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Canvas User
Experience
Whether you are new to a canvas workflow or an
expert, BlueCallom is based on an easy-to-use
canvas approach to management. BlueCallom’s
canvas-based approach is deliberately designed to lift
you out of traditional, linear thinking and empower
your team to innovate in a new way.

Each episode in the Innovation Journey Map has
its own canvas. Yet all canvases are interconnected
and are able to carry on information from one to
the next. Some episodes need to be fully completed
before starting a new episode, represented by its own
canvas.

Left Side - research, status quo, challenges or other
existing statements.

Right Side - feedback, steps moving forward, results

or future aspects.
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Deep Innovation
Design - BlueCallom
Innovation Methods

O

Deep Innovation Design is BlueCallom’s innovation
management model that is influenced by
neuroscience and leverages how the brain composes
and manages ideas. This innovation model leads
new business development towards predictability
and manageability over budget, milestones, and
team composition. Deep Innovation Design also
departs from conventional brainstorming techniques
and introduces a strategic ideation process: Neuro
Ideation.

Innovation Opportunity Discovery
Model
Discovering the key areas of innovation opportunity
and defining the core team, all while integrating the
customer’s perspective into the ideation process.

S

Innovation Strategy Hexagon
Provides a logical model to strategically prepare an
innovation engagement and further conceptualize
the area of innovation opportunity, including
manageability, milestones, and KPIs.

T

Innovation Dream Team Assembly
This method guides you towards composing a team
of diverse skills and background, and identifying the
best talents to add value to the team.

D

Needs & Dreams Discovery Method
Discovering opportunities and areas where disruption
could be possible by researching customer needs and
dreams in the early stages of ideation.

N

Neuro Ideation™
The core of Deep Innovation Design which guides
you through a series of ideation sessions to lead you
to compose breakthrough ideas by combining and
recombining different idea elements.
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Disruptive Moment™
B

A methodical approach to considering the different
elements to your business model that can be
adjusted to support the innovation opportunity.

Idea Validation Method
V

Uncovers whether an innovative idea will meet the
needs of the audience through strategic measures,
including feedback scoring and sustainability checks.

Staged Innovation Financing Method
F

Standard corporate investment plans nor startup
business plan models work for innovation. This
method was built as a hybrid of both models suitable
for enterprises.

Solution Realization Model
R

An innovation development framework to support
the innterconnectivity between product, user
experience, business model, and innovation KPIs.

Innovation to Market Method
M

A unique go-to-market strategy with limited
budgeting, yet global reach, providing detailed
guidance and growth-hacking techniques.

Global Scaling Model
G

C

A key aspect of innovation-to-market approach,
including the expansion of the customer base from
early adopters to mainstream customers, geographic
expansion, and product functionality expansion.

Innovation Continuum
The Innovation Continuum Model builds on the other
innovation specific BlueCallom methods to provide
an approach to continuous innovation.
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Innovation
Journey Map The Sum of all
Methods

The significance of the BlueCallom Innovation Journey
Map is two fold:
•

It is the key inspiration in the development
of the Deep Innovation Design model and
methodologies.

•

The Innovation Journey Map has 12 Innovation
Episodes. Each episode represents an
encapsulated innovation phase, yet is connected
with the other episodes.
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BlueCallom Deep
- Innovation
Dashboard

BlueCallom Deep’s dashboard visualizes the
manageability and predictability of groundbreaking
innovation.

An Innovation Team Manager can track the status and
Key Performance Indicators of innovation projects,
including the following:

In the past, innovation management has been a
complex undertaking, made more difficult by the
unclarity in the generation and development of
innovative ideas. Now, with the understanding of how
groundbreaking ideas are composed, BlueCallom can
track an innovation lifecycle and offer innovation teams
the ability to manage the innovation timeline and
budget.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milestones achieved
Time needed relative to the plan
Budget consumption relative to the plan
Time to Innovation
Team composition / Diversity
Market validation status
Top innovation team contributors
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Pricing
Enterprise
choose your plan
Pricing subject to change

€ 180

SME

€ 120

SBA

Mini

per user/month

per user/month

per user/month

€ 60

Free

✔
✔

✖
✔

✖
✖

✖
✖

4

3

1

0

5 users

General
Multi country organization
Multi division organization
Report consolidation levels
Unlimited Projects
Free customer accounts
Individual branding
User limitiation

✔

✔

✔

10

10,000

1,000

250

10

none

none

50
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✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✖
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✖
✖
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✖
✖
✖
✖
✖
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✖
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✖
✖

✖
✖
✖
✔
✔
✖
✔
✖
✖
✖
✖
✖

✔

✔

✖

✖

Product Features
Market Facing Innovation Set
Organizational Innovation Set
Structural Innovation Set
Innovation Budget
Management
Innovation Time Management
Innovation Journey Monitor
Integrated Forum Option

Methods & Episodes
Innovation Opportunity
Discovery Model
Innovation Strategy Hexagon
Innovation Dream Team
Assembly
Needs & Dreams Discovery
Method
Neuro Ideation
Disruptive Moment
Idea Validation Method
Staged Innovation Financing
Method
Solution Realization Model
Innovation to Market Method
Global Scaling Model
Innovation Continuum
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Pricing
EDU

€ 10

General

per instructor/
month

NGO

€ 25

per user/month

GOV

€ 90

per user/month

Multi division organization

✖
✔

✖
✖

✖
✔

Report consolidation levels

3

1

3

Multi country organization

✔

✔

✔

1,000

10,000

Individual branding

✖

1,000

User limitiation

500

250

250

✔
✖
✖
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✖
✖
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✖
✖
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✖

✖
✖
✖
✔
✔
✖
✔
✔
✔
✔
✖
✖

✔
✔
✔
✔

Unlimited Projects
Free customer accounts

✖

Product Features
Market Facing Innovation Set
Organizational Innovation Set
Structural Innovation Set
Innovation Budget
Management
Innovation Time Management
Innovation Journey Monitor
Integrated Forum Option

✖

✔
✔
✔

Methods & Episodes
Innovation Opportunity
Discovery Model
Innovation Strategy Hexagon
Innovation Dream Team
Assembly
Needs & Dreams Discovery
Method
Neuro Ideation
Disruptive Moment
Idea Validation Method
Staged Innovation Financing
Method
Solution Realization Model
Innovation to Market Method
Global Scaling Model
Innovation Continuum

✔
✖
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✖
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BlueCallom
Innovation
Management
Academy
Certification Programs
BlueCallom Essentials Champion (BCBC)

Certified Deep Innovation Design
Specialist (BCIS)

Learn the core values of the Deep Innovation Design
method and can compare it with Design Thinking.
Discover each of the 12 innovation journey map steps
and methods, the big five innovation types and the
differences in industry specific innovation projects.

Become a specialist within a corporate innovation
team, independent of your main business focus. Be a
key contributor, composing new innovations and help
bring those to market.

1 Week | 5 Sessions | 3-Hour per session
ID 205100 | $1,600 per person

2 Weeks | 5 Sessions | 3-Hour per session
ID 205010 | $1,900 per person
*Prerequisite: BCBC Certificate

Certified Innovation Team Manager
(BCIM)

Certified Innovation Executive (BCIE)

Learn to prepare an innovation project masterplan,
build an innovation dream team and manage an
entire innovation project from start to successful
market scaling. Be able to produce innovations on
demand in a repetitive manner.

Demystifying the act of innovation. Learn how to
craft a genuine corporate wide-strategy, oversee
innovation projects, guide innovation managers,
coordinate multiple innovation projects and review
project viability, timelines, budgets and succsess.

3 Weeks | 6 Sessions | 3-Hours per session
ID 205110 | $2,500 per person
*Prerequisite: BCBC & BCIS Certificates

1 Week | 3 Sessions | 3-Hours per session
ID 205180 | $2,200 per person
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Team Programs
BlueCallom Innovation Experience
This program is designed to help teams go from zero
to ground breaking innovation in eight weeks, guided
by top innovators. experience the power of Neuro
Ideation and the Deep Innovation Design model.
It goes beyond a conventional training as you will
experience the power of your mind that you didn’t
know you have.

You will be a co-inventor through totally new
techniques like Neuro-Ideation, experience your first
CallomBurst and walk through the entire innovation
lifecycle from “where do we even start?” to “this is
how we go global with our new innovation”.
8 Weeks | 16 Sessions | Half-day per session
ID 205410 | $6,800 per person (Individuals)
ID 205411 | $16,400 per Team 3+

Additional
BlueCallom
Services
Innovation Readiness
Assessment

Branded Deep Innovation
Design Webinars

Provides you with insight on where
your organization’s capabilities for
radical innovation stand, covering
innovation relevant areas in your
organization, innovation processes,
innovation management tools,
mindset, strategic direction, and
availability of innovation skills and
resources.

Webinars for corporate teams
are created to help corporations
prepare teams for innovation. The
customized programs are brought
into alignment with the company’s
needs and business objectives
within the industry. The webinars
are available as 45-minute
webinars, plus Q+A.

Dream Team Assembly

Corporate Innovation
Accelerator

Empowering management to
attract, select, hire, and train
the best innovation talents. This
training provides expertise into
how innovation teams work. We
share the keys for building an
innovation dream team and what
qualities are important to include.

What works for agile startup
entrepreneurs, we have adjusted
for corporate intrapreneurs. This
training turns all the perceived
disadvantages (regulations,
corporate structure) of established
firms into advantages to harness
for groundbreaking innovation.
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Contact
CH 6005 Lucerne
Switzerland
bluecallom.com
#bluecallom
+41 (41) 511-2660
+1 415 656 8700
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